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Details of Visit:

Author: moullered
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 12 Apr 2012 1300
Duration of Visit: 2 hours
Amount Paid: 220
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Hey Do You Fancy A Change From The Norm ?
Website: http://www.mkhelen.co.uk
Phone: 07971047991

The Premises:

A basic city centre hotel as Helen is between apartments. Functional and clean with discreet
entrance

The Lady:

I suppose Helen's pictures are accurate but they don't convey, in my humble opinion, just how
beautiful she is in the flesh. Slim, very attractive and downright sexy in her secretary outfit.
Breathtaking in her latex mistress garb.

The Story:

A two fold session with an interview scenario in which I try to ascert myself over the new secretary.
She then switched to deliver, and did she deliver a bdsm light session including tie and tease,
flogging, watersports, accompanied shower and anal play with strap-on fun. Once the admin was
taken car of Helen got changed into her secretary outfit and I conducted the interview, asked her to
display and play with herself as I stroked, nuzzled and explored her wonderful body. This included
reverse oral which seemed to go down a storm. This was the preliminary stage of the session and
certainly got the temperature and heart rates rising. During the mutual worship I was asked to sit in
the chair so that she could perform a striptease/lapdance and before I knew it I was restrained by
wrist and ankle cuffs and had a blindfold put on before the teasing took a more dominant twist.

Left there for no longer than a few moments she got changed into the most wonderful outfit of
clinging black latex dress, latex stockings, long latex gloves and high heels. When I had the
blindfold lifted she was a sight to behold. Simply stunning. She then continued the tease somewhat
firmer before releasing me for a flogging and more reverse oral. Holding me tight I was almost
enveloped in latex which for me was wonderful. Mistress then announced that she needed to relieve
herself and that I was to receive her copius amount of golden nectar which was clear and plentiful.
We spent sometime cleaning up in the shower with her still fully dressed which was unbelievable
sexy, wet and slippy before retiring to the main room again for what can only be described as GFE
anal play which culminated in strap-on fun. She didn't allow me to see the size of the toy
beforehand which is probably a good thing but with patience and experience she ended up giving
me a very good seeing to.
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In summary Helen was a delight throughout, imaginative and understanding with a real passion for
delivering a top session. I cannot wait to see her again to take the roleplay and the adventure to
another level
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